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A list of ideas or a table for my player-agency-driven sandbox campaign that will provide me with under the table 

jobs, plots to get entangled in and adventuring opportunities appropriate for a mid-level party with at least one ship 

and a well-armed crew. Should be stylistically appropriate for a swords & sorcery setting full of decadent, decaying 

or outlandish societies, and can range from Western European to Mediterranean to African to Indian in style. Some 

entries that might have ramifications, beneficial or problematic, for the domain-conquering/thieves-guild-

controlling/mage-tower-building/militant-temple-establishing stage of the game would be fantastic. 

 

Ghalidell Isles 
By Andrew Shields for Secret Santicore 2012 

 

The Ghalidell Isles are an intersection of cultures and traditions. They are rife with monsters and 

anarchists. Centralized authorities are weak. Several hundred local rulers keep the peace in their own 

territories as best they can, letting bounties cover what is outside their borders. They make alliances as 

needed to handle bigger problems. These islands have many great opportunities for a smart captain with a 

fast ship and a good crew. 

 

Factions 

 

The islands have four main cultural groups. None of them are at war, but they are not always comfortable 

neighbors either. 

 

Dzanti. The oldest faction “owns” about half the islands. The Dzanti Empire once ruled these islands, but 

has since receded, leaving viziers united by culture but not by geopolitics managing their own small 

territories. At the Valsakru Accord 150 years ago, they selected a Grand Vizier to speak for all of them. 

They lost about half their territory in a year, and they are now wary and strained in their relations with 

each other and outsiders. 

 Their native tongue is Dzantiir, it is the common tongue of the Isles. Their small, thin coinage 

dominates trade. 

 They are based on Middle Eastern Persian cultures stylistically. They use light armor, light horses, 

and light ships. They love ornamentation and perfume, and they are graceful in politics, philosophy, 

and combat. They do everything artfully and lack bluntness. Hospitality is culturally important. 

 

Palieri. When a time of war tore at the lands to the north, many experts trained in various forms of 

violence left their homeland to adventure for wealth and settlements to rule with their friends. They 

settled on some of the most dangerous islands in the northern Ghalidell Isles. To make peace, the Dzanti 

offered them almost a quarter of the most dangerous islands. The Palieri accepted, and therefore 

(theoretically) control islands with the most lootable ruins. The Palieri kings chose a High King to speak 

for them at the Valsakru Accord. 

 Their native tongue is Whiari. They use big crude coins that are generally exchanged for the Dzanti 

currency or traded among Palieri settlements still communicating with the continent. 

 They are based on pale Europeans with heavy metal and armor, and default fantasy adventurers. 

They have war wizards and temples that train clerics who use divine energy for violence. Much of 

their idealism has been ground out of them; they only feel safe when they rule, or trust those who do. 
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Zurath. Unexpectedly, the Zurath demanded the same respect the Valsakru Accord gave the Palieri. They 

were given almost a quarter of the islands to the south. The islands draw nobles who do not stand to 

inherit, restless energetic warriors who do not have the opportunity to prove themselves and receive fame 

and reward at home. Their familial connections open corridors of trade to the southern continent. They 

chose an Emperor of the Northern Sea to speak for them. 

 Their native tongue is Rathir. Their homeland has so many currency systems most business is barter. 

 They are based on sub-Saharan Africans. They put trust in flesh and blood, not equipment or magic. 

Their world teems with spirits, of the land and of the dead. Their culture focuses on trusting the 

spoken word, so oral histories and agreements are backed up by a person where things written have 

no authority. Their enthusiasm makes for big anger, big mirth, big depression, and big cunning. 

 

Indarzi. About 500 years ago, they conquered the continental port city Akariu to the east. As the Dzanti 

Empire retreated, they filled in behind, but did not have the resources to try to take the Ghalidell Isles. 

They are good trading partners. They are reluctant to deal overmuch with the politics of the Ghalidell 

Isles because the chaos there intimidates them. 

 Their native tongue is Dzanti. They use the Dzanti currency. 

 They are based on the culture and style of India. They are friendly, with a god for every occasion and 

a much-diminished fear of death as they expect to come back. They focus on the inner life. 

Storytelling is important culturally. Their food is very spicy. 

 

Anarchists. The anarchists are not a cultural group so much as an unpleasant reminder of the past. The 

isles were once ruled by the decadent Mokthres Wizards, driven off by the Dyzanti Empire. Their 

descendants now encourage revolt and sabotage relations wherever they can. The Mokthres Wizards 

created monsters, and the anarchists are doing their best to follow that horrible tradition. Many flavors of 

arcane abominations lurk in the seas, the caverns, and the jungles of the islands. 

 

There is Work to be Done 

 

Trade, Security, and Hunting. This intersection of cultures has many rich trading opportunities. There are 

few sizeable armies; most rulers have a small military force focused on their territory and their neighbors. 

Significant monster threats are best handled by small groups looking for glory and earning bounties. 

Reputation opens doors to choice assignments, and bounties are the default law enforcement and monster 

deterrent outside the boundaries of kingdoms. Monsters sometimes collect loot, and they can be profitable 

to those with connections to harvest and sell physical parts for alchemists, scholars, and wizards. Most 

rulers supplement their security with mercenaries. 

 

This table can generate missions for the characters. You can also use it to generate a mission that they will 

stumble into, or a mission they are hired to thwart (or both.)  

 

Roll 1d5 (1d10 /2) to get results on the table. You may need to roll again, and again if there are subtables. 
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In general, charge 50 gold a day for standard work, agreed-upon amounts for sea lanes. If you are late, 

lose 50 gold a day. If you are early, gain 50 gold a day. Amounts can be doubled or tripled for more 

dangerous work. 

 

Honest Work 

 

1. Escort. 

1. Family member of a powerful ruler traveling to a responsibility elsewhere. 

Relationship. 1. Spouse. 2. Child. 3. Nephew/Niece. 4. Parent. 5. Brother/Sister. 

Reason. 1. Rule a fief. 2. Investigate a problem. 3. Disgraced, distant post out of the way. 

4. Guardian of family treasure headed somewhere safe. 5. Possible competition given 

distracting responsibilities. 

2. The prison ship is slow, but tough. It has a number of anarchist wizards aboard. Your ship is 

one of several hired on to make sure they get to Vanti, the spire prison with anti-magic 

defenses built in. Monster attack is a very real possibility. 

3. Wizards are experimenting with a new mystic communication network system. They will be 

moving to seemingly random points to set up their apparatus and test it. Make sure they are 

undisturbed by attack, distress call, monster, weather, or whatever. 

4. Defend an aerie ship. It has stables for flying mounts that surveyors are using to get fast, 

accurate maps of the local area as you sail through it. If something happens to the aerie ship, 

then the mounts will be stabled on your ship. 

Mounts. 1. Pegasus. 2. Pterodactyl. 3. Young wyvern. 4. Flying ostrich. 5. Winged 

panther. 

5. Nobles have lashed barges together and staged a vast party on the open sea with a constant 

traffic of staff and supplies to keep it going for a couple months. Provide security and help 

make sure no undesirable elements get to the party island. (This was one noble’s rebellion 

against his father, who ordered him to stop partying and sail home at once. He is sailing 

home—but he will not stop partying.) 

Greatest threat. 1. Angry parents hire kidnappers to drag him home NOW. 2. An 

assassin burning the party down conceals the target in a mass of death. 3. A spurned lover 

uses a monster to tow the party barges to a private island for prolonged punishment. 4. 

Currents make the barge stray into another ruler’s waters, he will impound it and charge 

ransom. 5. The barges sink and the party piles on the ship(s), overloading them so getting 

to shore will be difficult—is that a storm? 

 

2. Trade Goods. 

1. Everything is legal and ethical. This trade run is standard and practiced. Supply and demand 

dynamic well explored with this cargo. 

2. Goods are rare and high quality, trouble is expected. 

1. Mothreks artifacts uncovered by adventures in surprisingly good condition. 

2. Ivory from the wilds of the continental Zurath. 

3. Enchanted spices from Indarzi traders. 

4. Family heirlooms from a Palieri line now extinct. 

5. Luxury textiles woven by Dzanti mystics a thousand years ago. 
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3. Speculative venture to an island not yet opened to trade, populated by out-of-touch natives. 

Native Type (roll twice). 1. Prefer eating sentients. 2. Worship a local monster. 3. 

Master tattoo artists, can make mystic tattoos. 4. Beastmasters training monsters for 

hunting and war. 5. Inhuman. 

4. Passengers. 

1. Colonists to a newly semi-cleared island. 

2. Political fugitives headed out of unfriendly waters with their families. 

3. Refugees escaping a disaster, your ship was pressed into service. 

4. A wealthy noble family headed to a wedding party, intriguing and bored and spoiled. 

5. Mercenaries headed for an employer, the contract already signed. 

5. A master trader with samples piqued the interest of a local ruler, and his wellbeing depends 

on you getting the shipload of supplies to him so he can make good on his promises with the 

suspicious and violent locals. 

 

3. Diplomatic Mission. 

1. A colony has rebelled and killed the previous 2 diplomats; this is the last chance for peace. 

2. A family patriarch sent a respected family member to talk some sense into a young noble 

whose marital difficulties put a trade network at risk. 

3. If the diplomats from both factions can reach an accord on trade agreements, commerce will 

stabilize in the area and grow more profitable for everyone. 

4. This is transportation to a hush-hush summit for local militaries to discuss tactics for dealing 

with the growing pirate problem. 

5. A powerful local ruler is receiving suitors for his daughter, and the lucky man’s family gets a 

preferential relationship with a powerful neighbor. The young man and his handlers are under 

a lot of pressure to seal the deal. 

 

4. Surveying Mission. 

1. A maelstrom whirlpool has appeared several times near a well-traveled sea-lane. Go storm-

chasing to see if you can find it and chart its course, or pattern. 

2. The ruler of a new settlement wants sea lanes to her nearest neighbors mapped out, and 

dangers noted where possible. 

3. One of the Mokthres Wizards experimented with enchanted reefs around his island. Chart 

them out, and find a reliable way in, so it can be opened for looting, clearing, and settlement. 

4. A local ruler hires your ship for a stable base. You will be carrying a few diving bells, some 

enchanted submersibles, and a mapping team who want to study an abandoned fish-folk 

citadel of some kind discovered nearby. 

5. Once every three years a weird island fortress appears in the mists where there is no island, 

somewhere in a bay. The local ruler has hired a dozen ships to wait out in the bay, spread out. 

Yours may be the lucky ship close enough to check out the ghost island before it disappears 

at dawn, and find out what’s going on there. 

 

5. Messenger. 
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1. Standard run with messages between two allied rulers, also including mail between the two 

cities. Must always be careful for rogues scheming heists or brewing espionage. Keep it 

unread and tamper-proof. 

2. The messenger is high-ranking secret service for a ruler, and hired four ships (one of which is 

yours, the others have body-doubles.) Some crucial message needs to get through, and all the 

resources of several enemies will be dedicated to stopping it. Nothing is written down. 

3. A group of messengers embark, bringing with them many cages of homing lizards who can 

fly between the islands with messages. They are messy, noisy, and irritable, but good at what 

they do and able to defend themselves from airborne predators. You sail in a long loop, and 

get a big payday. 

4. You are given masses of correspondence, and shown the three messages that need to be 

delivered. The rest are decoys, and everything is coded; by the time anyone figured out what 

the messages were, it would be too late. Lives depend on your success. 

5. Carry the signed treaties back while the diplomats cement the formal and informal alliances 

they just made. Without these signed treaties making it back, there is no deal, and war would 

be the most likely result. 

 

Bounties 

 

1. Gavris Strider was an advisor to the Emperor. During an assassination attempt, he was outed as an 

anarchist. He is on the run, because a massive bounty of 20,000 gold is on his head—alive. Dead, he 

is only worth 500 gold. The Emperor of the Northern Sea has unpleasant plans for him… And the 

entire bounty hunting population of the Ghalidell Isles is after him. 

 

2. Something is flying down from the peaks of Indara Isle and eating sheep. King Velwhen, a Paliari 

warrior, is tired of it. He offers a 700 gold bounty for the head of the thing, and duty-free possession 

of whatever might be in the lair. Also, if the lair is habitable, the victor can establish a fief there or 

sell it to King Velwhen for an additional negotiable sum. 

 

3. Commodore Bilsin’s self-regard has gotten too big for his enormous fancy hat. Now he commands 

the Ravenwinger, the Bilgesucker, and the Skyfire; a fleet of three pirate ships is far more obnoxious 

than his previous efforts with the Skyfire alone. A local group of rulers is offering 10,000 per ship 

burned to the waterline (or 20,000 for each ship intact.) Every pirate under the Commodore is worth 

10 gold, his officers are worth 50 gold, and the grand personage himself is worth 10,000 gold. 

 

4. Prince Agiri staged a coup and failed, fleeing with a small cadre of loyal followers. Return him home, 

and the reward is 5,000 gold. Give him to his furious Dzanti allies, the reward is 10,000 gold. He will 

offer his captors 15,000 gold to take him to Palieri waters and release him. So, money is an issue, but 

so is the opportunity to make friends… 

 

5. Someone stole the Jade Mind, a statue of an outsized human brain all of jade. The Vizier considered it 

the prize piece of her art collection, and will pay 8,000 gold for its return. She will add 10,000 gold 

for the head of the thief, and another 5,000 gold for an explanation of how the masterful theft was 

done. She is also looking for a new captain of the guard, as hers was executed for failure. 
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Espionage 

 

1. Father Iriu will lose his standing with the local ruler and with his people if it comes out that he had an 

indiscretion with a spy who stole information from him. He is being blackmailed for more 

information, and he cannot bear it. He will work with the blackmailer, but you find out who it is, get 

at the evidence, and silence the rogue. 

 

2. A girl you know only as Chammy Stee needs to get hired as a lady-in-waiting at the Domoru 

household. The butler and the lady make the decision. Disappear the current lady-in-waiting, and 

influence the situation so the butler and the lady choose your candidate. Continue the pressure until 

they do. Why? You don’t need to know. 

 

3. A mail ship had a mishap at sea and is at drydock right now in the port of Filswy. Get to the mail 

where it is kept in the stockade, switch three bags with the fakes you’re given (of the dozens there), 

and get out. No one must know you were ever there. 

 

4. There is no time. Someone is hiring an assassin to take out the local lord’s wife. Find the assassin, 

subdue and replace, and meet at the appointed time. Take the job, and uncover what you can about 

your “employer” instead of killing the target. 

 

5. Infiltrate the crew of the Lodestone. Captain Barklen handles dirty work for the local crime syndicate, 

and he knows where their treasure stash is. Find it, then lead Barklin and the Lodestone into a trap. 

 

Heists 

 

1. King Orandi looted the Tower of Prinosk and built his castle on its broken foundations. His treasure 

room is down where he first found his treasure. Surely he weakened the original defenses rather than 

improving on them; take those treasures from his basement and sell them as far away as possible. 

 

2. Vizier Cheeran doesn’t trust his advisors or government. He tucks much of his spare loot around the 

city in various caches. The only person he trusts with that information is his niece, Arianne. She is 

heavily protected, but bored and lonely. Seduce her, convince her to run away with you, and you may 

be able to get at the “nonexistent” treasure of the Vizier. This will require coordinated effort to 

separate her from her security often enough to build a relationship and secure her trust. She is very 

wary and suspicious. Alternatively, capture her if you’ve got a way to get her to talk. Her one soft 

spot seems to be for her beautiful collection of fire lizards. (You wouldn’t!) 

 

3. You found out your enemies are negotiating with an assassin guild to take you out. If you let them 

close the deal, then they find out they don’t have the means to pay up, then your assassin problem and 

your rival problem may sort each other out. Find your enemy’s payment, steal it, and possibly leave a 

decoy to cement the impression that your rivals tried to double-cross the assassins. That extra 100,000 

gold will allow you to celebrate in style. 
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4. The High Watermark is a legendary pirate ship, captained most recently by Captain Tresses. She was 

hanged last week, and the local ruler is planning to refit her ship to join his armada. A pirate ship does 

not deserve such a fate, especially one so sturdy, fast, and legendary. If you can forge the paperwork, 

get your hands on some uniforms, grease the right palms, and get lucky with bluffing, maybe you 

could sail it out “to the drydock at Antwelm” or perhaps a bit further… Getting her crew out of the 

stockade would establish your reputation in the Isles. 

 

5. The Swift Gale captained by Alistaire Trotter managed to bring down a huge monster out in the deep. 

His galleon is currently at the port, while he rages against the bureaucracy about what tariffs and port 

fees are most appropriate for a hold full of monster parts—and they are not getting any fresher. A 

local alchemist approached you with an offer. He can identify what is most portable and valuable, you 

all could steal it, and sell it at a neighboring island. How can you get him into the hold to see what 

they’ve got? How can you then get it out of the hold, or steal the Swift Gale itself? Hopefully the 

fence will hold up on the other end. Still, if this works out, it could be worth 1d5 x 1,000 gold. 

 

History 

 

Up to 1500 years ago. The first known rulers of the Ghalidell Isles were the Mothreks Wizards. A wizard 

ruled each isle from a dark tower, allowing apprentices and allies permission to build on that island. They 

built monsters to guard the seas, and had grand tournaments where they pitted their foul creations against 

each other. They broke the rules of mortality and morality, and lived as they pleased in their twisted 

meshes of politics and sorcery. Towards the end, the goal of their sorceries was creating monsters that 

could breed true without further tinkering. 

 

1500 -1300 years ago. The Dzanti Empire drove them from their islands, razed their towers (as best they 

could), and set about assuring they could never come back. The Empire was provoked to action by 

ceaseless monster attacks and annoyance at the arrogance of wizards. 

 

1300 – 600 years ago. The Ghalidell Isles covered the flank of the Dzanti Empire at its height. The 

islands were known as the Desert Gate. As the political might of the Dzanti faded, their cultural influence 

did not. The Ghalidell province managed to maintain its military and economic power through trade with 

the Palieri to the north and the Zurath to the south. 

 

600 -400 years ago. The Indarzi conquered the continental Desert Gate including its port city Akariu, but 

they stopped short of claiming the Ghalidell Isles for themselves as they were not prepared for all-out 

naval warfare. Still, as they controlled the land trade to the port, they became a political factor. 

 

400 – 200 years ago. A series of brutal wars known as the Great Redrawing savaged the geopolitical 

balance of the Palieri nations to the north. Veterans and displaced military leaders, disgraced clerics, and 

banned arcanists drifted south to find friendlier climes. Monsters and disease here were safer than certain 

death back home. 

 

The primary authority in the Ghalidell Isles was cultural rather than political. An infusion of skilled 

warriors was something the Ghalideli handled carefully, neither embracing nor rejecting them. The good 
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news was that the newcomers assaulted monsters and danger with gusto. The bad news was that they 

tended to keep what they cleared out, creating new neighbors. 

 

200  - 100 years ago. Valsakru Accord (150 years ago). The Dzanti of the Ghalidell Isles gathered and 

selected a Grand Vizier to speak for them collectively. They offered the Palieri adventurers the most 

dangerous islands in the northwest to rule as they liked. Adventurers operating elsewhere would 

understand the lands to be appropriately annexed to local Dzanti rule. The Palieri had a council to elect a 

High King from the “kings” that set up territories, who could speak for them. He accepted terms gladly. 

 

Then the Zurath made an unexpected claim, asking the Dzanti for the same courtesy. They made a show 

of force, and the Dzanti offered them a number of southern islands. The Zurath accepted, installing the 

Emperor of the Northern Sea. Their territory halved by these arrangements, the Dzanti felt vulnerable and 

for the first time in a millennia faced the prospect of being pushed from their ancestral home. 

 

Civilization and trade intensified with the three cultures in close quarters, trading and pushing back the 

chaos. 

 

100 years ago to present. At the Hurvalis Alliance meeting, the Grand Vizier met with the High King 

and the Emperor of the Northern Sea to talk about trade relations. A vast monster assaulted the island 

fortress of Khalves that was hosting the meeting, and though it cost many viziers and kings, the monster 

and its kin were driven off. Subsequent investigation revealed the descendents of the Mothreks Wizards 

had resurfaced, intent on reclaiming the islands and rearing their black towers once more. The three 

leaders agreed to join forces to protect their domains from the descendants of the corrupt wizards. 

 

Since then, the Ghalidell Isles have been locked in a constant struggle. Cultural differences and suspicion 

lead to increasing tension, which is then allayed by relationships and diplomacy. The key to keeping the 

peace in the Isles is to keep the relationships and diplomacy growing faster than the differences and 

suspicion. With the Mothreks Wizards and other miscreants working to undermine the peace of the Isles, 

that is not easy. 

 


